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Ziara Wyld

Ziara Wyld is a player character played by TheTechnoVampire.

Ziara Wyld

Species & Gender: Nekovalkyrja Homosexual Female
Date of Birth: YE 37
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Technician

Rank: Santo Hei
Current Placement: YSS Aeon

Preferred Plots:

Physical Description

Ziara is a Nekovalkyrja that uses the NH-33 model. She has long, light blue hair that is tied up in a wide
ponytail that comes down to the small of her back, along with bangs that come down the side of her head
in front of her shoulders, framing her beautiful face nicely. Her body is of a pale peach colour, with her 3
main measurements being 38-22-37, with her bra size being 38HH due to her vastly generous bust. She
also has a light blue tail and light blue hair on her ears. She wears a clean and crisp Type 35 Duty
Uniform with a pleated skirt and heeled boots.

Personality

Ziara is a slightly stoic character that is neither easily angered, easily upset, or easily enlightened.
Because of this, she finds it hard to make friends, thus meaning that she prefers to be alone most, if not
all, of the time. Her slightly stoic nature means that nothing will really upset her, unless it something
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extreme happens such as death of her friends. This is something is not able to cope with as she holds
any friends that she has dear to her spark, so to see them go offline would truly break her. However, her
slightly stoic nature also means that she very rarely produces more than a smile. This will usually be a
problem if she ever tries to boost morale, not that she will go out of her way to do, though as she is not
seen as being an overly funny or cheerful person, due to her slightly emotionless personality. This also
means she has difficulty making enemies as well, as no one can really do anything to severly tick her off.

The fact that she prefers to support her teammates from afar doesn't bode well in terms of team bonding
on the battlefield. This leads onto the fact that she also likes to be left alone, another trait pertaining to
the fact that she likes to be out of the way of everyone else and support her team from afar. If someone
was to try and disturb her peace, she will try to get them to leave her alone. This is because she feels
friends are un-necessary and get in the way of missions and other, more general tasks and distract
people from their work, meaning that they will not work to their full potential.

However, this stoic personality that she puts on, hides her true inner-self of an optimistic, cheerful and
enthusiastic person. Unfortunately, anyone trying to get a peek at her inner-self would have a hard time
ahead of them as it is extremely difficult to break her stoic outer shell.

History

Ziara Wyld was born in YE 37.

Ziara was manufactured by Ketsurui Zaibatsu in YE 37. After leaving the production line, she was sent
away for socialization training and testing where she developed the first bits of her personality. During
this time, she made a few friends, though not many as she always kept to herself, rarely socialising with
others.

Social Connections

Ziara Wyld is connected to: N/A

Skills Learned

Communications

She is proficient in speaking both Trade and Yamataigo. She also knows how to operate and transmit
messages through radios and other forms of communication.

Technology Operation

Being a Technician, she is proficient in the use and maintenance of any kind of technology that may use
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the Kessaku OS.

Fighting

Ziara knows how to handle herself in hand-to-hand combat; is proficient in her use of weaponry in
knowing how to operate, strip down, and service basic firearms; and she also is proficient in the 4th
generation of MINDY power armour.

Mathematics

Ziara has had advanced mathematics training and is able to use algebra, trigonometry and any other
advanced mathematics skills.

Inventory & Finance

Ziara Wyld has the following items:

Star Army Standard Issue Items

OOC Information

In the case TheTechnoVampire becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I am gone for a year? NO

Character Data
Character Name Ziara Wyld
Character Owner TheTechnoVampire
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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